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Greetings fellow Porschephiles! I write this while still recovering from the Rennsport Dragon Rally in 
the Smokies I suggested that people attend. We had 7 SIR members in 5 cars; overall, there were 
220 Porsches, including at least 20 GT cars, ripping up the roads in the area. Everyone had a great 
time. After 800 miles of mountain driving, both my cars are filthy and the brakes, shocks and clutch 
are all complaining. Worth it! 

 In other regional news, Dee Dee Ramirez resigned as the Social Media Chair. Pursuant to our 
region’s by-laws, your Board elected Mike Mammoser to fill Dee Dee’s unexpired term, which ends on 
December 31. If you see Mike with his camera out, chances are that you will appear on our Facebook 
page or elsewhere! Please like our page and participate in SIR Group pages with posts and photos of 
you and your cars. 

 Also, I HIGHLY recommend purchasing a GMRS 2-way radio of some sort, and we will start using 
them on our drive tours. I bought a Baofeng uv82 on Amazon for $65; I also found a pair of Cobra 
GMRS radios at Walmart for about $40, but without the range or the handy earpiece. Having 2-way 
radios on tours really enhances the overall experience; the leader can radio turns, cops, or traffic, and 
it is passed to the back, and if the folks in the rear get separated, they can let the people up front 
know. Same if someone has a problem of some sort. BRING YOUR RADIOS TO THE NEXT DRIVE. 
Worth it. 

 Finally, you’ve likely noticed on our drives that we all have a different comfortable pace. For me, if I 
don’t hear my tires screeching around curves and my ABS engaging when I hit the brakes, I’m not at 
my comfort level. For others, going fast in a straight line is more fun, but not so much in the curves. 
Here’s the thing – if you can’t see the car in front of you, but cars in the group are piled up behind you 
and not passing you out of courtesy alone, find a spot to pull over and wave others past then jump in 
line. Radio that you are doing so. In this manner, I won’t worry that the car who should be following 
me is in a ditch while I try to keep up with Mark or whomever. I’ve waved others past when in my 
Panamera; it’s courteous and not a big deal, and I just hop into the group when comfortable. 



 Bottom line – we have a few weeks left before winter, so GET OUT AND ENJOY YOUR PORSCHE! 
See you on the road –  

Pics below from the Rennsport Dragon Rally 

 

- Curt 

  

 

Time to Give 

For many of us, the holiday season starts sometime in July when the catalog onslaught begins to 
overfill our mailboxes. As we get closer to December, the attack gets serious with most of us filling our 
recycling bins every few days. I wonder what the returns are on this. Must be pretty good. Now that 
the holiday season is fast approaching, we concentrate more on giving and take action to make this 
season better for those around us. As a club, we have our annual toy drive to work with local 
charitable organizations to ensure every kid in our area has a gift for Christmas. This year the club will 
be donating to the Warrick Co Court Appointed Special Advocates for children (CASA), an 
organization of volunteers that act as advocates for abused and neglected and are active cases in the 
court system. CASA is made up of trained volunteers that provides facts and recommendations to the 
court and supporting the child. The main mission of CASA is to get children out of the foster care 
system and into permanent homes. More information is available at www.warrickcasa.org.  Every year 
at the December First Saturday get-together we bring gifts for these children, helping to make their 
holiday better. Since I became a member in 2016 the participation in this effort has been nothing short 
of astounding. The objective is to fill the cargo areas of a couple of Cayennes and Panameras and 
then bring the toys to CASA. Because of the club’s generosity it has taken several pick up loads, not a 
couple of SUV’s, to get the gifts to their destination. This year we will be doing the same toy drive, and 
it’s more important now than ever that we do what we can in light of the Pandemic and its effects on 
our area.  

This year our December First Saturday will be on the 5th, and club members typically begin to arrive 
around 9 AM. We continue to practice masking and social distancing at every meeting and try to stay 
outside as much as possible. Whether outside is an option in December is yet to be seen but the toy 
drive will still take place If you prefer, donations will also be accepted outside. This is the time of year 



when we as a club pull together and make the holiday season better for local kids that are in difficult 
situations. One of my favorite things about belonging to SIRPCA is our generous effort in this project. 
We see more members at the December meeting than we do all year, and this speaks volumes about 
our club and the Porsche community at large. Seeing everyone at the December meeting is always 
fun, I look forward to the big get-together this year more than ever. 

- Gus 

Gus, the writer formerly known as Rich Gustafson 
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SIR-PCA Board of Directors met virtually via Zoom on October 19, 2020 and discussed the following 
items: 

1.  Dee Dee Ramirez's resignation as Social Media Chair which was accepted by Curt Hamilton, 
President 

2.  Curt Hamilton nominated Mike Mammoser for the Media Chair position.  Scott Klueh seconded 
it.  The position will be held by Mike as an interim chair until the next elections are held.  Dee Dee is to 
send Mike the credentials in order for him to gain access to our Facebook page. 



3.  Scott Klueh brought up the topic of our 2020 charity program and it was discussed at length.  Due 
to Covid-19, we will collect presents for kids at DPatrick and gift them through CASA.  No festivity will 
take place. 

3.  Our Christmas/New Year gathering which usually takes place at the Yelton's is also cancelled, 
again due to Covid-19.  Many explicit words were used to describe Covid!! 

4.  Mark Roethemeier expanded on voluntarism for the 2021 Porsche Parade which is to be held at 
the French Lick Resort & Casino.  Mark is actively recruiting drivers to lead tour routes near the 
Resort and to the Indianapolis 500 Race Track.  "Drivers Needed" 

5.  Jerry Jindrich has updated our website and it is "up and running".  Please check it out - it's great!! 

6.  Dave Hostetter will soon email the entire membership for Board position affirmation purposes. 

  

- Manuel 

  

  

 

First I'd like to thank Dee Dee Ramirez for being the administrator of the SIR facebook site.  She 
recently made me the administrator and put me in touch with the appropriate people to contact.  My 
goal is to see our members be more talkative and chatty on the SIR facebook site or maybe even 
create a new group.  Use it more for Q/A about our Porsches. Something like a SIR Rennlist where 
we can discuss upgrade questions, funny sounds, warning lights, oil consumption, tire issues and 
such.  I would also like members to share photos of them and their Porsches.  I could set up an 
Instagram page if members would be interested.  Please send me any suggestions and feedback to 
mmammoser@sir-pca.org . 

Thanks!   

More…. Pics below from the Rennsport Dragon Rally 



 

- Mike 

  

  

 

Here is our club’s Treasury Report:  
  
Previous balance             $  6,289.60 
 
New balance                     $  6,289.60 

  

- Criss 
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A universal image of frustration: a dozen or so Porsches unable to pass an infinitely slower Rav4 on a 
two-lane rural highway. Good friends, great day, nice road, brisk pace, curves just ahead, twin No 
Passing stripes down the center of the highway and no way around. Susan and I missed this drive but 
Mike Mammoser took pictures and sent them to me for the website. The whole drive didn't go this 
way, but one of Mike's pictures captured the scene very nicely. 

You might never know why someone was driving slowly. The driver could have been impaired in some 
way, just naturally cautious, nursing an ailing vehicle, or grumpy because he or she was not driving a 
Porsche. Regardless, the fun eventually resumed. Paience and a sense of humor always helps. After 
all, if the Porsche Museum Collection can sell a rubber duckie to commemorate the very serious 
business of winning le Mans in 1970, we can smile about the little problems that try to slow us down. 

More of Mike Mammoser's pictures from the October drive are now on the SIR website. Also, if you 
are wondering what to expect when the Porsche Parade comes to French Lick next July, links on our 
Home Page will take you to 19 pages of photos and commentary from five previous Parades including 
the 2015 Parade in French Lick. You will see the different ways SIR members participated in and 
enjoyed these national PCA events. 

Lastly, I sent emails to everyone who has a Member Profile page on the website to make sure the 
new mail forwarding addresses worked. For your privacy, I had replaced your "true" email address 
with a "(name)@sir-pca.org" address. I asked people to let me know if they received my emails. Many 
responded but some people did not. So I don't know if those addresses were correct. If you didn't 
respond previously or if you never got my email, please check your Member Profile page and send an 
email to yourself using the address on that page, and let me know if it works. Thanks! 

- Jerry 
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This last month, we took a drive that led us to the Schnitzelbank. It was nice weather, a great day, and 
the route we took had a very specific purpose. We drove to Tell City which is not an unusual drive for 
us, but at Tell City we turned north and took IN145. The Parade route that is being planned will follow 
IN145 all the way across Interstate 64 and follow IN145 to Birdseye. This will be the second half of the 
route for Parade. It was only recently that this north section of IN145 has been reopened after a bridge 
repair. It is a great route and fun drive. I think everyone agrees. This is Southern Indiana’s opportunity 
to share what we get to enjoy as a club. This section will be brand new and different than those who 
attended 2015 Parade. The drive gives us a chance to get more familiar with the route before we are 
in a place to lead this drive for others.  

  We will drive the complete route at some point, starting in French Lick, and make the entire loop to 
the Schnitzelbank, and return to French Lick. The only problem right now is that the first half of the 
route has a section closed for repair with a sizable detour. We will wait until the construction is 
complete which will put us into the cold season, but will look for a warm Saturday sooner or later to 
“do the drive”. I will supply you with a heads up well in advance for a certain weekend we will consider 
and for you to put on your calendar. For everyone that plans on leading a drive at Parade, you will 
want to, and need to make, this drive! 

Speaking of chilly weather, it is turning into hibernation time for many of our Porsches. Some things 
for you to consider is what to do for preparation. Most consider an oil change and filter at the end of 
the year. In addition, every couple of years it is a good idea to have the brakes bled out to clear out 
the calipers of the older brake fluid and the moisture that is collected. Brake fluid will attract moisture, 
from the changes of cold brakes to the extreme heat of hot brakes which eventually the moisture can 
cause brake pistons to degrade and bind. A brake fluid change is much cheaper than replacing brake 
calipers!!! 

  Most choose to do an oil change before putting the car away. You can do it yourself…it is not 
impossible or overly technical. If you’ve never done it and want to try, talk to someone. You will need 
to get the car up off the floor enough to get under it or on a lift. If that is not you, you can take it 
somewhere you trust, like D-Patrick, and get it done. While it is in hibernation, if you do start the car, 
get the water and oil up to normal temperatures before turning it off. The worse thing to do it to start it 
where moisture is created and then shut it off. When you see someone start a car, do you ever notice 
that water will come out of the exhaust? It is condensation inside the engine and exhaust from the 
change of temps. If you turn off the car before it is fully warm and then leave it, that moisture stays in 
the engine and exhaust. In the off season, the car can sit there that way for weeks…Bad bad bad!    

   Another thing to consider is adding “StaBil” gas stabilizer to the fuel tank. Gas can slowly degrade 
sitting in the car when it sits for months and can start a “gel” process. Even if the car sits for a while, it 
will probably run, but may be less than optimum. The thing I do is add some StaBil Stabilizer when I 
know it is going into “hibernation” and drive the car to get it full warm which also allows the gas with 
StaBil to be run through the fuel injectors where you certainly don’t want any stickiness. That would be 
yucky! You can get a bottle of StaBil at Auto parts stores or Walmart. It is not expensive and the 
bottles have an easy to measure spout to pour the correct amount for the amount of gas in the car. It 



is also good to do for the gas can for mowers and such too.     

   Of course, it is nice to clean up a car, wax, interior, treat the leathers, etc. If you do not have a car 
cover, it will hold down the dust accumulation once clean. If you wash the car with a hose, etc, and dry 
it, you might want to drive it long enough to get it warm, but also to get all the water that seeps into all 
the crevices, wheel wells, brakes, etc., dry. Otherwise rotors will get a thin layer of rust. On older cars, 
around windshields and other places, water can cause rust. Yikes! For me, unless the car is “dirty”, I 
use a “spritz” bottle and just mist the surface keeping the water from running into all the “hidden dark” 
spaces. I will use a clean microfiber towel to dry the surface and allow the micrfibre to remain slightly 
damp to minimize the chance of very fine abrasion into the paint. Another method of drying is using a 
powerful blow dryer for cars. It provides a “no touch” method of drying and will do a very good job of 
drying the crevices around the bodywork. Once clean, it is a good opportunity to use your favorite wax 
or sealant. 

    Let’s hope for some warm days yet!        

  

 2021 Porsche Parade activities   

I have been in communication with Greg Halverson of PCA about routes. He is getting closer to 
preparing and doing final preparations for the routes. There will be self guided routes also to 
interesting area destinations. Some of those will be replays of 2015 and some may be new. 

  For SIR, our focus will be on supporting the IN66/IN145 route to the Schnitz and the drive to the 
INDY 500 with drive leaders. Again, in total that is 24 tour leaders over 4 days. I have received a very 
good response from our members. If you would like to participate this way, and have not sent me your 
name, please do and I will add your name to the list as available.    

For SIR members, I cannot emphasize enough, the opportunity to go to a Parade with it being 
this close to home at a facility as nice as West Baden/French Lick. From what I know, Parade 
does not return to the same sites regularly or soon. Parade is on a rotation of 5 geographical 
locations moving around the country each year to NE, SW, NW, SE, and Midwest (I don’t have 
the order correct). We are so fortunate to have a Parade return to our area in this rotation. This 
is not likely to happen again anytime soon or ever again. For all our members and particularly 
new members, plan to go and participate in Parade.  

There are many daily events such as leader tours, self drive tours, special dinners each day, Porsche 
related educational seminars, special speakers, historic Porsche cars on exhibit, a large concours 
event, autocross events, gimmick rally, golf, spas, other hotel amenities, Porsche related clothing and 
products, and more. And of course, these historic and great Hotels in our area are a great venue to be 
able to participate. In 2015 the hotels sold out of rooms and will surely sell out again. You can be sure 
to have 1000 or more Porsches in attendance.     

Plan on going, it can be a great experience and you can expect that many of your fellow members will 
be there! 

Mark  



  

Susan and Jerry Jindrich do a great job of taking pictures of our events. Take a look at our website to 
rekindle some memories.  See photos and commentary from the 2015 Parade in French Lick on the 
SIR website. Use links in the left hand column of the Home Page to see Event Photos pages from the 
2015 Porsche Parade in French Lick and other Parades that our members have attended.) 

http://www.sir-pca.org/  

  

Green - Scheduled SIR driving event. 

Blue - Location to be determined. These are  non-driving events for SIR. 

Orange - Informational notation of other area/zone events of possible interest to our members 

Purple - Party/Social event. Does not include an SIR “sponsored drive” 

  

Planning ahead gives you the best chance to avoid conflicts. 
Good times can happen to you when you 
participate!         Mark 

  

Is your member info up to date? 

  

What all members need to do!!! 

Membership info…what we all need to do! 

      What I need to suggest is that we all need to sign onto the PCA website and review our personal 
info/data. Many of our members have cars listed they no longer own or have not listed new cars they 
have acquired. There are also addresses, phone numbers, etc that could be updated. 

      But, one of the most important opportunities you have as a member is to be able to identify a  

“Co-member” to your account. There is no extra cost to do so! The co-member allows for an email 
address of the co-member that will allow for communication from PCA but more importantly, from SIR. 
If your co-member likes to keep track of their own schedule for planning purposes or for club news, 
they can be sure to receive updates from SIR. They also have access and privilege to other PCA 
services and info.  

If you have not signed on to the PCA website for a while….it would help to have your member id, 



which is on the front of your PCA ID card. If you remember your password, you are ready to go! If not, 
you can choose the “forgot password” path. Or, if it becomes too much of an issue, you can call PCA 
for help  Phone: (410) 381-0911 

         

   Still having trouble?   I will try to help you get signed on.  

Once signed on, of course there is plenty of Porsche PCA news and info to look at.  

   

At the “home” page …place the cursor over  Membership, and then choose Account. 

Next, choose “edit” which will display your personal data. Check it over for correctness. 

Then, next to account and under edit, select Membership (in red) which will allow you to create a co-
member. Fill in all the info you can, add the email for communication from PCA and SIR and you are 
“good to go”.  Be sure to save each screen where you change or add info. The save will be at the 
bottom left (scroll down and down).     

   When it comes to adding the co-member, the only person that can do this is Member or by the 
member calling PCA…  Phone: (410) 381-0911 

If you need help or have questions, I’ll do all I can. I’m more than happy to help you out. 

-Mark 

  

 



 



Jack Stephensen 

Zone 13 Representative 

  

  

 

Thanks for reading the newsletter and making SIRPCA the great club that it has become.    Please 
send comments, questions, criticism to me at davehoss@fastmail.fm or any SIR board member.  We 
need your feedback to make the newsletter and the club better in 2020!  Remember, please send me 
an article for the newsletter.  We’re always interested in your Porsche related experience!  

I also want to thank Jerry Jindrich for providing most of the graphics you see.  Jerry is an invaluable 
asset to the club.  He and Susan also take most of the pictures you see here and on the SIR PCA web 
site.   

In addition I would like to thank Susan Jindrich for helping me proof the newsletter.  Another set of 
eyes is always good and appreciated. 

-Dave 

  

                                                      

  

Contact Information 

President: Curt Hamilton, phone: (270) 748-2591, email: chamilton@sir-pca.org 



Vice-President: Rich Gustafson, phone: 317-341-2391, email: rgustafson@sir-pca.org 

Secretary: Manuel Ramirez, phone: 812-449-0380, email: mramirez@sir-pca.org 

Treasurer: Criss Yelton, phone: 270-826-3519, email: jyelton@sir-pca.org 

Event & Membership Chair: Mark Roethemeier, phone: 812-454.-3035, email: mroethemeier@sir-pca.org 

Safety Chair: Chris Hancock, phone: 812-760-4427, email: chancock@sir-pca.org 

Social Media Chair: Mike Mammoser, phone: 812-453-5821, email: mmammoser@sir-pca.org 

Newsletter Editor: Dave Hostetter, phone: 618-204-3547, email: dhostetter@sir-pca.org 

Webmaster: Jerry Jindrich, phone: 812-853-7693, email: jjindrich@sir-pca.org  

Past President: Phil Green, phone: 812-499.-6034, email: pgreen@sir-pca.org 

Public Relations Chair: Scott E. Klueh, phone: 812-499-2413, email: sklueh@sir-pca.org 

SIR Club email: sirpca@gmail.com   

SIR Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/PCASouthernIndiana/ 

SIR Website: www.sir-pca.org  
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